Hex Panels

Handheld Wireless LED Panel

Hex Panels are an innovative product that was developed by PRG Projects. Due to its diversity in utilization, it is applicable in numerous different shapes during a special event or public spectacular.

These wireless hexagonal LED panels are incredibly versatile when in the hands of choreographed performers. Countless image emitting shapes and patterns can be created using the Hex Panels, ensuring truly unique spectacles can be created with their use.

The units are wireless, with power packs worn by the performers, and content data sent from the dedicated controllers. Hex Panels can be held individually, placed together in groups or used to create a larger screen.

The versatility of these handheld units is endless - allowing event designers to imagine a huge number of creative possibilities. Its battery life, with video displayed on it, is of 4h for a single pack - sufficient for even the most ambitious productions!

Technical Details:

- **Dimensions and weight:**
  - 650 x 750,56 x 111,20 mm
  - 4,29 kg / 9,46 lb

- **(without diffuser)**
  - 650 x 750,56 x 70,9 mm
  - 5,31 x 5.31 x 0.94 in
  - 4,00 kg / 8,28 lb

- **Battery Belt**
  - 497 x 214 x 81 mm
  - 19.57 x 8.42 x 3.19 in
  - 2,60 kg / 5.37 lb

- **Operation Time:** 4 h (Video)
- **Charging Time:** 1,5 h